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PROFILE OF CA KETAN JOGALEKAR
CA KETAN JOGALEKAR is a dynamic and accomplished accounting
professional, distinguished as the founder of Ketan Jogalekar & Associates, a
renowned CA firm based in Pune. With an unwavering passion for accountancy
and extensive experience, he stands as a guiding force for emerging CA
professionals. A fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India, CA KETAN JOGALEKAR has triumphed over challenges through hard
work, resilience, and dedication, earning recognition as a prominent Chartered
Accountant in the city.

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS:
Recognition as Lokmat’s Professional Icon for the year 2016.
Global Business Leadership Award for Promising Emerging Enterprise in
Banking and Finance.
Youngest Technical Director of Pune Sahakari Bank.
Technical Director roles in Credit Co-Operative Societies.
Trustee roles in prominent social organizations.

12-04-1978

CA KETAN JOGALEKAR's expertise spans across International Taxation,
Transfer Pricing, Banking Audits, and Consulting Services for IT companies and
startups. Commencing his career at a young age, he has successfully managed
diverse accountancy projects for startups, SMEs, partnership firms, private
limited organizations, and multinational corporations. His portfolio includes
both national and international assignments, showcasing excellence in audits,
business consultancy, and process outsourcing.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE:

LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

CA KETAN JOGALEKAR is characterized by his leadership qualities, holding
authoritative positions in various organizations. Despite his busy schedule, he
actively contributes to social causes as a Trustee and Coordinator for multiple



RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Committee Member on the Banking and Insurance Committee of WIRC.
Ph.D. in Management from North East Frontier Technical University.
Topic: A Study on Non-Performing Assets of Scheduled Commercial Banks in
India (2007-2017).
Panel Author since 2016 till date for ICAI's Guidance Note on Audit of Banks
(2018 Edition). 
Authorship of an article on "NPA of Banks" in the Feb Edition of ICAI.
Youngest Wealth Creator Award: Recognized by Tarun Bharat for outstanding
achievements in wealth creation, demonstrating innovative financial strategies
and leadership in the industry.

 initiatives. His passion for academics is evident through his authorship of a
taxation book and contributions to guidance notes on banking audits.

LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

On a personal note, CA KETAN JOGALEKAR is known for his charismatic
personality, active participation in sports and college events, and contributions to
academic forums. Despite his numerous responsibilities, he maintains a
commendable work-life balance, emphasizing the importance of family.


